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Primary Industry Capability Alliance (PICA) ―
industry organisations, education providers
and government agencies working together to
attract and grow a diverse range of talented
people in our innovative food & fibre sectors.
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Message from
our Chair

A year of change
This past year has been one of change. In March
2019 we said thank you and farewell to PICA’s Chair
Richard Wakelin who retired from Beef + Lamb
New Zealand after 30+ years of service to agriculture,
and one year as our Chair. We have since welcomed
Doug Macredie (Beef + Lamb New Zealand) to the
Board and were very pleased to have Glen Mackie
(Forest Owners Association) join in June 2019 replacing
Arthur Graves (Taratahi). Our thanks to Arthur for his
contributions to and support of PICA. I took over the
role of Chair after joining the Board in June 2018.
Throughout these changes PICA has remained focused
on working together to attract and grow a diverse range
of talented people to work in our food & fibre sectors.
Still on the theme of change, this past year has seen
a lot of positive strategic activity in the food & fibre
sectors with the formation of the Primary Industries
Skills Leaders Working Group and the completion of the
TEC Report ‘Growing the food & fibre sectors’ as well
as proposed changes to the vocational education and
training system announced through the ROVE reforms.
PICA, either directly or through its members, has
played a significant role by contributing to the strategic
discussions, and providing insights from its research,
work within school communities and connections back
to growers and producers.

With change comes opportunity
The food & fibre sectors collectively play a huge role
in New Zealand communities. Transitioning to a
consumer-driven sector that requires transparency,
ongoing innovation and demonstration of sustainable
production systems is the challenge we face.
Ultimately success will rely heavily on the capability
of people within the sector. I am encouraged by our
sector’s track record of problem-solving, a culture of
innovation and strong business focus to tackle this.
The younger generation in particular are key to our
transformation. Attracting, developing and retaining

talented people within the food & fibre sectors will
be critical. PICA is focused on connecting with its
members through this transition, having a seat at
the table to contribute to the important discussions,
and working together to achieve our goals.
In other activities, our newly established research
working group is focusing on how we can enhance
transitions into food & fibre sector career pathways,
our Research Forum was once again hugely
successful and our work connecting with schools
under the ‘GrowingNZ’ banner is ongoing. In the
coming year we are excited to be working closely with
TEC, in the spirit of our newly-signed Memorandum of
Understanding, to implement the ‘Inspiring the Futures’
program throughout New Zealand schools. We also
completed our first member survey which gave us
valuable feedback that will help shape our focus for
the coming year.

Thank you
I would like to thank our members for their contribution
to PICA, via our Board, Advisory and Working Groups,
and their participation in the many activities we run.
It is only through your continued commitment to
working together that we will succeed. I’d especially
like to thank our CEO Michelle who with her small but
enthusiastic team has worked tirelessly to deliver value
to our members through the various programs, forums
and initiatives across the country. We look forward to
another dynamic year ahead for everyone involved in
our food & fibre sectors.

Dr Jenny Jago - Chair
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Our People
Our Board
PICA’s board is made up of representatives of governing members and a
representative of the Advisory Group. This year we welcomed Doug Macredie
onto the board as the new Beef + Lamb New Zealand representative taking
over from Richard Wakelin, and Glen Mackie as the new Advisory Group
representative taking over from Arthur Graves.
Dr Jenny Jago —
Chair from Feb 2019

Doug Macredie —
from Feb 2019

Glen Mackie — from June 2019

Arthur Graves — to Dec 2018

Advisory group

Working Groups

PICA’s Advisory group is made up of representatives of

An important part of PICA’s work is that of its
working groups. These help us structure and execute
our work programme. Composed of staff from our
members and other stakeholder organisations, their
input and contributions are important and appreciated.
This year we formed a new working group, the
Research & Monitoring Working group to guide our
research programme.

all its members. With a wealth of sector expertise and a
commitment to a ‘joined-up’ and collaborative approach,
PICA’s Advisory Group helps set the alliance’s direction
and shapes its activities and initiatives.
Current Advisory Group members are:
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Richard Wakelin —
Chair to Feb 2019

•

Primary ITO – Mike Stephens (Chair)

•

DairyNZ – Geoff Taylor

•

Beef + Lamb New Zealand – Olivia Ross /
Doug Macredie

•

Ministry for Primary Industries – Thea Wallace

•

Lincoln University – Jaime Shone / Trudi Zawodny

•

Taratahi Institute of Agriculture – Richard Wanhill /
Arthur Graves (to 31 Dec 2018)

Members of this working group are:

•

New Zealand Young Farmers – Lynda Coppersmith
/ Trevor McIntyre

•

Geoff Taylor – DairyNZ (Chair)

•

Jeremy Baker – Beef + Lamb New Zealand

•

Foundation for Arable Research – Anna Heslop

•

Dr Richard Lynch – Ministry for Primary Industries

•

Forest Owners Association – Glen Mackie

•

Blair Morgans – Primary ITO

•

National Council of New Zealand Wool Interests Inc.
– Grant Edwards / Philippa Wright

Research and Monitoring Working Group
This working group was established in 2019 and assists
PICA in the collating, undertaking, interpretation and
sharing of research, data and insights that support the
activities of PICA and its members.

Our Team
With the support of our members, PICA’s small
and passionate team led by CEO Michelle carries
out PICA’s activities.

Dr Michelle Glogau — CEO

Deb Lynch —
Information Manager

Sarah Connor — Marketing
and Communications

Carol Harley — Event Manager

Secondary Schools Working Group

Marketing & Communications Working Group

The secondary schools working group aims to increase
the understanding in school communities of the
importance of New Zealand’s food & fibre sectors, and
to attract talented people into food & fibre sector careers
to meet current and future capability requirements.

This working group focuses on the marketing and
communication of PICA’s work, which includes the
development of a range of messages, channels and
marketing collateral.

Members of this working group are:

Members of this working group are:

•

•

Allan Frazer – National Council of New Zealand
Wool Interests Inc.

Allan Frazer – National Council of New Zealand
Wool Interests Inc.

•

Anna Heslop – Foundation for Arable Research

•

Anna Heslop – Foundation for Arable Research

•

Don Carson – Forest Owners Association

•

Chris Travers – Tertiary Education Commission

•

Andrea Innes – Lincoln University

•

Glen Mackie – Forest Owners Association

•

Kelly Lowe – Ministry for Primary Industries

•

Jaime Shone – Lincoln University

•

Kellie Lavery / Eve Williams – Primary ITO

•

Dr Jaimie-Leigh Jonker – Ministry for
Primary Industries

•

Doug Macredie – Beef + Lamb New Zealand

•

Kellie Lavery / Eve Williams – Primary ITO

•

Belinda Jeursen / John Willats – DairyNZ

•

Margret McNie – Ministry of Education

•

Trevor McIntyre – New Zealand Young Farmers

•

Miriam Gibson – Ministry of Education

•

Doug Macredie / Olivia Ross –
Beef + Lamb New Zealand

•

Susan Stokes – DairyNZ

•

Trevor McIntyre – New Zealand Young Farmers
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Chief Executive
Report

Over the past year it has often felt like we
were a ship sailing into stormy weather –
staying the course while events and activities
swirled around us; from the upsetting news of
Taratahi’s closure and the sea-change proposals of
the Review of Vocational Education (ROVE) to the
numerous government groups/initiatives that have
been set up to discuss what more could be done to
address the capability shortage in our sector.
While participating and contributing to these, we have
continued to raise awareness about opportunities in
our food & fibre sectors. Doing nothing isn’t an option,
and raising awareness and shifting perceptions take
time and persistence. By joining forces with our
members and partners over the past year, we’ve been
able to attend and host various events to inform and
influence teachers, students, career advisors and
professionals from all over New Zealand.
We are proud of what PICA has achieved over the past
year with an enthusiastic and talented team, and the
support of our members. We have:
•

grown the number of intervention activities

•

introduced post-event surveys to measure the
impact of our activities

•

built a solid base for our future research work
programme

•

redesigned GrowingNZ’s website

•

built a sophisticated database to capture our
contact and interventions data (which will enable
longitudinal analysis of interventions)

•

started reporting against organisational KPIs

•

completed our first member survey, and

•

…moved to our own office!

Our member survey provided valuable insights into
what our members see as the greatest benefits of
being part of PICA. Despite members’ different needs
and priorities, there is agreement that the areas of
most value (aside from opportunities to collaborate)
are: sharing knowledge and carrying out research;
raising awareness about careers at a pan-sector level
through GrowingNZ’s website; engaging with teachers
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in particular, and promoting careers through national &
regional events. There is also an opportunity for PICA
to demonstrate value in other areas such as advocacy.
Our members commented that the greatest challenges
they face to achieve their sector’s capability goals
include a lack of resources and funding; educational
and training systems not meeting needs; negative and
restricted perceptions about careers; and a fragmented
and competitive sector. These challenges reaffirm the
potential gains of working collaboratively –
we can grow a talented and diverse workforce faster,
better, more easily and more cost effectively by
working together than we can on our own.
Our challenge is not unique. We can learn from what
other New Zealand sectors such as Tourism and
Construction are doing to attract their workforce,
and from overseas experiences such as in Australia,
the UK and US where they face similar workforce
shortages in their food & fibre sectors. The connections
we have formed over the past year with organisations
such as Primary Industries Education Foundation
Australia (PIEFA) and the Agriculture & Horticulture
Development Board (AHDB) in the UK will provide
the opportunity to share and input into both of our
attraction strategies.
As ideas about workforce development changes,
and ‘systems’ are modified, it is important that PICA
evolves in response. We must continue to evaluate our
initiatives and investments, and provide the services
that best meet the needs of our members.
We appreciate the support of our members and
look forward to continuing to serve them and their
organisations’ needs in the coming year.

Dr Michelle Glogau — Chief Executive

PICA Strategy 2017-2021
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The size of our workforce
The number of people employed in the food & fibre sectors
continues to grow, with 350,560 people recorded as working
in the sector in 2016. As in previous years, this increase
has been driven by growth in support services – including
researchers, rural consultants, veterinarians, agronomists
and irrigation specialists. It also includes areas not traditionally considered
part of the sector such as IT, engineering, robotics, automatic processing
equipment, precision agriculture and in-market services. All of these roles are
increasingly important for our sector to continue to innovate, be competitive
and address the challenges we face now and in the future.
Source: Ministry for Primary Industries
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Growing Demand

Doing the maths on careers expos:
Student turnout at careers expos, totalling
> 46,000 potential interactions nationwide.

An estimated 38,000 students from 197 schools
attended the national careers expos held in Auckland,
Wellington, Christchurch and Hamilton over the past
year. Added to this, 8,800 students from 102 schools
that attended the regional expos (Taranaki, Manawatu
and Southland) and Fieldays, presented another golden
opportunity for us to raise awareness and change
perceptions. Alongside talking to students about their
career aspirations, we also ran an online competition
‘What do you know?’. This quiz resulted in 78% of
participants being more aware of food & fibre sector
careers. We also distributed teacher resource packs to
129 teachers who accompanied the students
(see Influencing Educators section on page 14).
Careers expos are a good example of how PICA’s
‘joined up’ approach makes more sense than individual
members going their own way. Investing in an expo
stand (limited budgets often only allow for a small
3m x 6m stand), resourcing it and the associated travel/
accommodation are expensive. Telling your sector’s
story as part of a bigger food & fibre story strengthens
everyone’s message for a fraction of the cost.
GrowingNZ sets the scene while our members’
staff the stand with knowledgeable and enthusiastic
representatives from across our sector. Our thanks
to all those who helped out on the stands around
the country, often giving up their weekends to talk
to and excite young visitors about the opportunities
in food & fibre.
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>3,000

5,700
Wellington

Manawatu

2,354
Taranaki

10,900
Christchurch

1,281
Fieldays

2,168

Careers expos attract a large number of students and
are a unique opportunity to raise awareness and change
the perceptions of careers in our food & fibre sectors.

Southland

6,700

Promoting food &
fibre sector careers

Hamilton

14,750
Auckland

Cari Du Toit from Heretaunga
College, one of our ‘What
do you know?’ competition
winners. A month’s worth
of ice cream, beef patties,
breakfast cereal or toilet
paper were up for grabs for
each of the four winners.

Raising awareness
makes a difference
“...a couple of very interested
families who hadn’t previously
considered agriculture as a
career, took the quizzes and
talked for a while, then went over
to Lincoln University’s stand and
registered for its open day.”
- DairyNZ representative on the GrowingNZ stand,
Christchurch Careers Expo.

78% 54%
of students were more
aware of food & fibre
careers after completing
our online competition.

of students were very or
extremely likely to consider a role
in the food & fibre sectors after
visiting our stand. (baseline 22%)
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Real stories
from real people
inspire career
seekers visiting
our new website

10

We redesigned GrowingNZ’s website to excite
students, career changers and their influencers about
the many career opportunities available in our food &
fibre sectors. Our new website tells our story in a more
personal, authentic and relevant way. To showcase the
many exciting opportunities available, we have let our
sector’s ambassadors do the talking by gathering the
best videos and stories in one place on our website.
We also added additional features to encourage
visitors to explore places they can study for each role,
scholarships they can apply for, and alternative roles
they might like to consider if the role they first look
at doesn’t feel like ‘quite the right fit’. Since school
students aren’t the only group of career seekers we
need to attract, we designed the career information on
our new website to be relevant to other career seekers
too – those already working in a food & fibre sector
e.g. dairy, but looking to transfer to another food & fibre
sector e.g. beef and lamb.

553%

increase in page views of our
Scholarships web page over
the previous year.

We’ve also catered for career changers –
those working in a sector outside food & fibre but
looking for a complete change in direction or lifestyle.
The new website better meets the needs of teachers,
careers advisors and other influencers. It is a gateway to
resources, activities and events to help them understand
our food & fibre sectors so they can incorporate food &
fibre into their classrooms and inspire students to follow
a food & fibre career pathway.
Avoiding duplication was a key part of our new
website’s brief, so as much as possible, we’ve linked
to content on other websites such as CareersNZ and
of course our members’ websites.
We’ve retained the best parts of our previous website
like the scholarships database that was revamped
last year and continues to be one the website’s most
popular features. The scholarship pages had an
impressive 14,773 page views over the past year –
up 533% on the previous year.

We’ve also added new content like our Research
Resource. This includes case studies, research
papers, reports and sources of data relating to
building capability in our food & fibre sectors.
With increasing numbers of visitors and page views
of our previous website (up 61% on the previous year),
we’re looking forward to our new website generating
even more interest and raising more awareness of
career opportunities in food & fibre.
Creating our new website has been a huge team effort
so special thanks to the supreme efforts of Deb and
Sarah to get it over the finish line.

Visit growingnz.org.nz to find out more
11
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Targeted student
engagement
programmes
Throughout the year we hosted five GrowingNZ
Innovation Challenge Days and three more are planned in
the second half of the year. A fast-paced, facilitated day,
these events give Year 10 students the opportunity to use
investigative research and their practical knowledge of
science, technology and business to solve a series of
real-life challenges facing our food & fibre sectors.

Recent challenges that featured at the
GrowingNZ Innovation Challenge Days included:

Keeping cows cool in hot weather

Pollinating apples and pears if there
is a shortage of bees

Creating value from cross-bred wool

Scoring animal condition
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The Innovation Challenge Days are positioned as an
early stage ‘influencer’ in the student’s decision-making
around potential career choices. The event’s strength
lies in ‘framing’ the food & fibre sectors in relation to the
skills and interests a student already has. Many of the
students have never considered their skills could be used
in a food & fibre sector context. Applying their knowledge
to solve a challenge is a very tangible and powerful way
to form a positive emotional connection with our sectors.
PICA’s previous research has indicated that students
risk linking food & fibre with negative associations such
as ‘gumboots’, ‘bad weather’ and ‘hard physical work’.
Interventions like the Innovation Challenge Days help
dispel myths and counteract those perceptions.
Over 360 students and 44 teachers from 44 schools
participated in the Innovation Challenge Days.
Their feedback was overwhelmingly positive (see below).
Teachers also gave the Innovation Challenge Days a
‘big tick’. We surveyed the teachers for their feedback
on the event. The results (see right) highlighted the
value of the event. It not only excites students about
the possibilities in food & fibre, but also engages
their teachers.

Each team of four students is provided with
background information about their challenge then
left to brainstorm, design and build a rough prototype
solution. Our food & fibre sector representatives act
as advisors, coaches and role models who inspire
the students about future opportunities in food
& fibre. Teams present their solution back to the
representatives for judging, with the winners of each
challenge then presenting to everyone.

Facilitated by the Young Enterprise Trust, the GrowingNZ
Innovation Challenge Days were funded by DairyNZ,
Beef + Lamb New Zealand, New Zealand Apples
& Pears and the Ministry for Primary Industries.
GrowingNZ brought together the challenges (from
members representing different food & fibre sectors),
sourced sector representatives and supported
everyone involved at each event. Many thanks to
our sponsors and representatives who coached and
inspired the students throughout the day.

99%

82%

of students rated their
experience of the
Innovation Challenge
Days as very good or
excellent.

of students had a greater
awareness about career
opportunities in our
primary sectors after
attending the event.

“I attend dozens of
events during the year
and the GrowingNZ
Innovation Challenge
is the best!”
– secondary school teacher,
Wellington

“I now know exactly
my passion and how
I can contribute to
society.”
– secondary school student
at GrowingNZ Wellington
Innovation Challenge Day, 2019

Teachers’ responses to
the GrowingNZ Innovation
Challenge Days

92% 86% 93%
of teachers rated the event
as very good or excellent.

of teachers were more aware
of different opportunities for
their students after attending.

of teachers were very
or extremely likely to
recommend a role or career
in the food & fibre sectors.
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Influencing
educators

Teachers play a key role in influencing a
student’s career choice (PICA’s research)
so we’re always looking for opportunities
to engage with them.
Over the past year this included participating in:
the Careers and Transition Education (CATE)
conference and the Horticulture and Agriculture
Teachers Association (HATA) conference. We also
hosted GrowingNZ’s Wellington Teachers’ Day Out,
and a series of GrowingNZ Innovation Challenge Days.
We carried out post-event surveys amongst teachers
to gauge the effectiveness of our participation in these
events. These surveys not only provided valuable
information on the impact of the event, but also
provided us with useful feedback about what else
we could be doing to support teachers to guide their
students towards a career in the food & fibre sectors.

We received top marks from
teachers who attended our
Wellington Teachers’ Day Out

GrowingNZ hosted a Teachers’
Day Out for the Wellington region
in November 2018.
This event was sponsored by DairyNZ, Rural News
Group, Horticulture NZ, Taratahi Institute of Agriculture
and ANZ. A bus-load of secondary school teachers
visited a number of businesses in the Wairarapa where
they heard from the owners and employees about the
business, roles and career opportunities in their sector.
Over lunch at Taratahi, a panel of young professionals
shared their stories about joining the food & fibre
sector and answered any questions teachers had.
A successful event in all respects, it raised teachers’
awareness about the diversity of roles in our
sector, and was viewed as a well-run, valuable and
professional day where they could take their learnings
back to their classroom and students. It also created
future opportunities to engage with teachers, both
those who attended the event and by attendees
recommending the event to colleagues. An increased
awareness about roles in food & fibre, together with
the positive response to recommending food & fibre
careers, bodes well for raising our sector’s profile
amongst students.

100% 100% 100% 100%
rated the Teachers’
Day Out as very good
or excellent
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of teachers were more
aware about roles after
attending the event

of teachers were very
or extremely likely to
recommend a career in
food & fibre

of teachers would
recommend the event
to other teachers

Addressing

climate
change and
sustainability
issues

Let them know the

salaries
they will earn

Co-ordinated

crosssector
approach

is a main motivation.
Keep this front & centre

Make it

more
sexy
as a career

Talk to

younger
students
e.g.Year 10 rather
than only targeting
Year 13 students

Teachers gave us many ideas of
what else we could do to attract
more students to food & fibre
careers (at various events)
Continue to
expose students to

different
opportunities
Field days and

work
experience

Continue

showcasing
the interesting, intelligent
work being done

with events, field trips, visiting
speakers, competitions,
showing them the
pathways

In-school
visits
with panels of
speakers

“The most valuable part to take
back was the real stories and to
better see the real employment
opportunities in my local area.”
– secondary school teacher, Wellington
Teachers’ Day Out

The most popular question
from teachers to our young
panellists at the HATA
Conference: “Who influenced
you most in following a primary
sector career?”
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“The most valuable
part of the workshop
that I can apply in
my professional role
is knowing about
different careers.”
– secondary school teacher at
CATE conference

We held an interactive session “real people,
real stories and real conversations” at
the HATA (Horticultural and Agriculture
Teacher Association) Conference in
Palmerston North earlier this year.
Facilitated by Susan Stokes, DairyNZ, the session
allowed teachers to join the conversation and vote
on the questions teachers submitted through the
audience interaction tool ‘sli.do’. Our panel featured
young professionals with roles in agriculture and
horticulture. They shared their unique and different
career & educational paths, insights and experience.
Our thanks to Susan Stokes (DairyNZ), Bridget Hogan
(B. AgSc student, Massey University), Laura Keenan
(Argricom), Erin Atkinson (Apata Group Limited),
Anu Muller-O’Neill (Guardian Tree Services).
Although HATA teachers are already well informed
about opportunities in our sector - hence a lower (60%)
lift in awareness compared to other teacher forums
- it’s important to continue to support HATA teachers
with new ideas and information about our sector’s
career opportunities. Forums like this are valuable
as they provide an opportunity for teachers to hear
from young people who are enthusiastic about their
career choices and a good source of advice to pass
onto students considering careers in food & fibre.
The session for teachers was well received with 92%
attendees rating the GrowingNZ panel session as very
good or excellent.

“The most valuable part of
the session was hearing what
advice they would give young
people in the sector.”
- secondary school teacher, at the HATA
(Horticultural and Agriculture Teacher
Association) conference.
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Having a presence at the Careers and
Transition Education Association (CATE)
conference in November (Auckland),
allowed us to reach the many teachers
and career advisors who have a huge
influence on students as they choose
their subjects, plan future study/training
and explore future careers.
We incentivised delegates to learn more about food
& fibre sector careers by asking them to complete a
survey/competition with a chance for them to win
My Food Bag for two. The survey/competition tested
delegates’ knowledge of roles in our food & fibre
sectors and challenged their perceptions of the career
opportunities available. This was the first time we
measured the impact on education-based influencers.
The results were very positive. Of the 85 teachers
who completed the survey, 86% are now more aware
of food & fibre sector careers and 88% are very or
extremely likely to recommend food & fibre sector
careers to their students.
In addition to delegates visiting our GrowingNZ stand,
we hosted a workshop which included a panel of four
dynamic and young professionals across our sector’s
value chain. Each panellist shared their study and
career paths, and the novel ways they use innovation
and technology in their respective roles.
Our workshop rated well amongst attendees:
92% of the attendees rated it as very good or excellent,
92% are more aware of food & fibre sector roles
after attending, and 92% said they are very likely or
extremely likely to recommend food & fibre sector
careers to their students in the future.
Many thanks to our panel: Matthew Bell
(Align Farms Group), Lisa Box (AgResearch),
Esraa El Shall (Fonterra) and Isabelle Coates (PICA).

Influence
Sharing research our new online
resource
To complement our annual Research Forum, and to
facilitate the sharing of capability research, we launched
a new online tool that makes it easy to find the latest
capability-related research and reports all in one place.
Containing almost 90 papers, the online Research
Resource is a valuable source of studies, research
papers and reports, and data – including those
commissioned by PICA on behalf of our members.
We’ve also included research from other sectors,
and overseas countries so we can all learn from
their challenges and experiences. The database
of reports can be searched by keywords, country,
and type of research (case studies, reports,
qualitative and quantitative research). You can also
review research from a range of publication dates.
Access to relevant and up-to-date research and reports
is vital for our members to develop effective strategies
and make informed investments. Our members have
clearly identified ‘research’ and ‘sharing knowledge’ as
important parts of PICA’s role. However, our members
are not the only ones to put an emphasis on the
importance of research. Since launching our online
Research Resource in November 2018, the web page
has had 871 page views (to 30 June 2019).

Robust and relevant research
To inform strategies and make valuable investments,
research not only needs to be relevant and applicable
but also robust in its approach and execution.
This year we established a new Research Working
Group to provide ongoing input into the design,
implementation and execution of our research
programme. This group, chaired by Geoff Taylor
(DairyNZ), includes representatives from our members
– people with experience and knowledge in research
and/or an understanding of key questions we need to
answer to support various capability building initiatives.
The working group has worked through a ‘long list’
of potential research questions and narrowed it down
to some key projects we plan to progress over the
coming year.
The first project off the ranks is an evaluation of
agricultural pathways from school. This will assess
the impact of secondary school programmes such
as Trade Academies and the Agriculture/Horticulture
curriculum on students transitioning into food & fibre
sector career pathways. It is intended that the analysis
will extend beyond the immediate destination of the
students. Essentially, like a longitudinal study, it will
paint a picture of the movement of the students over
time. The findings will help PICA and its members
better understand how these programmes contribute
to the future workforce, and inform the sectors’
ongoing support and/or potential changes to make
them more effective.
See page 4 for more details about the Research
Working Group.

79%

of members rated access
to research as very or
extremely valuable.
- PICA 2019 Member Survey
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“I enjoyed the panel of young
people at the end. It brought
everything to life.”

PICA Research
Forum 2018

– delegate at our Research Forum 2018

Following the success of our inaugural
Research Forum in 2017, we hosted
another forum in November 2018.
It was a valuable opportunity for PICA members and
other food & fibre sector professionals to get up-todate with the latest workforce analysis, research and
initiatives. It was also a unique networking opportunity
for our 51 delegates from 29 organisations all over
New Zealand.
Alongside the latest facts and figures about our
current workforce, the forum had a broad appeal
and future focus.

51 delegates

from 29 organisations

100%
89%
86%

rated it as very or
extremely organized

Presenters shared their knowledge of and research
into Gen Z, dyslexia, the future of work, career
changers and transferability of skills, graduate
programmes and initiatives.
To end the forum, a panel of inspiring young
professionals from our sector enlightened us with
their unique stories and insights – career paths,
their challenges and successes along the way.
This session rated as one of the more relevant for
delegates and a salient reminder of the importance
of hearing our young people’s voices and perspectives
if we want to attract them into our workforce.
We again received very positive feedback and great
suggestions for what we can do to make our next
Research Forum even better. According to delegates
the most valuable aspects included: networking;
the range of presentations; and sharing of knowledge.
With this in mind, we are already planning our next
Research Forum in November 2019.

rated it as very or
extremely valuable

rated it overall as very
good or excellent

“An excellent range of speakers
and a broad range of topics was
valuable.”
– delegate at our Research Forum 2018
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Better Together
Our voice

Since it started meeting in 2019, the group has
been developing a Skills Action plan to help attract,
train and retain the skilled workforce the sector
needs. This Action Plan will be reported to the
Minister of Agriculture later this year. Although the
scope of the group is wider than that of PICA which
focusses on “attraction”, proposed initiatives in
training and retaining will undoubtably contribute to
making the sector more attractive.

One of PICA’s strategic aims under its ‘Influence’ goal
is to add value to the sector’s stakeholders’ capability
building objectives beyond what members can achieve
by themselves.
PICA holds a unique position as a tripartite
organisation – including industry organisations,
education providers and government agencies –
to present a pan-sector position on capability needs
and pipeline issues. We are gaining recognition as
a relevant contributor and over the past year were
invited to participate in two key groups that will have
a significant influence on the direction of capability
building initiatives in the coming years:

•

Tertiary Education Commission (TEC)
Primary Industry Advisory Group:
The TEC established the primary (food & fibre)
sector as one of its key focus areas in 2017.
This group was established in late 2018 to help
the TEC develop a longer-term strategy for the
food & fibre sectors. With representatives from
agriculture, forestry and horticulture, the group
contributed to the development of the “Growing
the food and fibres sector” report with a series
of recommendations for TEC. A number of these
are already underway, and with an MOU in place
between PICA and TEC, we are well placed to be a
partner in the delivery of these as appropriate.

•

Primary Industries Skills Leaders
Working Group
This group was established by MPI as a
partnership between industry and government to
understand the workforce challenge the primary
(food & fibre) sector is facing. It has representatives
from agriculture, horticulture, processing,
education and various government agencies (MPI,
MBIE, MoE, TEC).

•

PICA has also continued to participate and
provide ongoing input into:
The Sector Workforce Engagement Programme
(SWEP) which aims to improve employers’ access
to reliable and appropriately skilled staff at the right
time and place, while giving priority to domestic
job seekers including NEETs (Not in Employment,
Education and Training).
The Agribusiness Management Working Group
which is looking at ways to lift recruitment
and delivery of Level 5 Agribusiness Diploma.
Although focussed on dairy farmers, a key initiative
from this group – trialling micro-credentials
(short courses) – have now been accepted as
part of New Zealand’s regulated education and
training system.

The past year also saw some important
proposed changes by the government that
have the potential to impact significantly
on building our sector’s workforce: ‘A new
approach to employer-assisted work visas
and regional workforce planning’ and the
‘Reform of Vocational Education (RoVE)’.
Leveraging our connections with
government agencies over the past
year, we have kept and continue to
keep members up to date on relevant
government reviews, and supported our
sector’s stakeholder’s submission on the
RoVE review.
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PICA and TEC sign
Memorandum of
Understanding
In November 2018, PICA signed a
Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with the Tertiary Education
Commission (TEC).

Beth Hampton, Sophie King and Richard Lynch (MPI)

Telling PICA’s Story
Each year, following our AGM, PICA hosts
an annual reception to bring our members,
stakeholders and business leaders together
to celebrate what PICA has achieved by
working together over the past year.
It’s also an opportunity to highlight the initiatives we
have planned for the year ahead, and importantly gives
everyone a chance to network.
From all over the country, 50+ guests from
organisations, businesses and government agencies
with an interest in building capability in our food & fibre
sectors attended our event on the Wellington waterfront.
In addition to hearing from, Richard Wakelin (PICA’s
Chair at the time), and Michelle Glogau (PICA’s CE)
guests were also addressed by the Hon Meka Whaitiri –
Associate Minister of Agriculture at the time.
With a focus on hearing the voice of young people,
we were delighted to have a number of talented young
people amongst our attendees who had chosen
a career in food & fibre. We also rounded off the
formalities with a speech from ex DairyNZ scholar
Beth Hampton (Policy Analyst, MPI). As a young
professional working in the food & fibre sector,
Beth’s inspiring words reminded us of how important
it is to engage with young talent. She encouraged us to
challenge the next generation by asking them how they
can rise to the challenge of finding the solutions our
food & fibre sectors need to thrive.
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This signalled a commitment to: strengthen the
relationship between the two organisations and those
they represent; share data and research; align our
engagement with learners; and promote study and
career opportunities in the food & fibre sectors.
PICA has worked on an informal basis with TEC and
its careers team (previously known as CareersNZ)
since the early days of PICA’s formation in 2014.
We’ve participated on each other’s working groups,
contributed to workshops, and supported each other’s
career promotions initiatives. The MOU brings a new
dimension to how we work together. It strengthens our
existing relationship and formalises an expectation to
collaborate more closely in areas of mutual benefit.
It will help us both raise the awareness of study and
career opportunities in our food & fibre sectors.
Since signing of the MOU, we have been working
closely with TEC as it starts to deliver on
recommendations made in TEC’s ‘Growing the food
and fibre sectors’ report.

Tim Fowler (TEC Chief Executive) and Michelle Glogau
(PICA Chief Executive)

PICA’s First
Member Survey
Top rated PICA activities and resources
(% members rated as very or extremely valuable)

89
89%
78%
77%
67%
66%
66%
56%
56%
55%
%

PICA
Research
Forum

Teacher
Experience
days

“No one can
do this by
themselves
effectively.”
- PICA member

This year we carried out our first survey
of PICA members to better understand
the challenges they face in meeting
their capability goals, PICA’s role and
the value of PICA-led activities in
achieving these.
PICA members support a joined-up, collaborative
approach, see a role for PICA to contribute to
building capability for their organisations and
recognise value in many of the activities PICA
currently delivers or could provide.

Teacher
Conferences

Research
on career
changers

Networking at
meetings

Online
Research
Resource

GrowingNZ
website

National &
Regional
Careers
Expos

National
Fieldays

Teacher
Resource
Kits

A note about our adoption of
the term ‘Food & Fibre’
You might have noticed that we have
started referring to the ‘food & fibre’
sectors rather than ‘primary industry’
or ‘primary sector’ - neither of which were
well understood and/or came with negative
connotations for our target audiences.
The use of ‘food & fibre’ is consistent with
the move by other organisations in New
Zealand and overseas. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that young people feel more
connected and relate more positively to
the sector when we use the term ‘food’.
And it avoids confusion for teachers
who sometimes think we are referring
to the primary school sector when we
use ‘primary sector’. Used alongside our
careers promotion brand GrowingNZ,
the term ‘food & fibre’ supports an
innovative, contemporary and personal
narrative about opportunities in our sector.
A number of our members have already
made the switch and we challenge others
to do likewise. Our voice is much stronger
when we all sing from the same song-sheet,
with consistent terminology and messaging.
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Financial Summary
PICA is an incorporated society funded
by its Governing and General Members.
Governing Members

DairyNZ and Beef + Lamb New Zealand.
General Members

NZ Young Farmers, Foundation for Arable Research,
the Forest Owners Association, National Council for
New Zealand Wool Interests, Primary ITO, Lincoln
University, and Ministry for Primary Industries.

Statement of financial performance

PICA finished the 2018/19 financial year with an $18K
loss. While it was disappointing to have a reduction
in revenue from membership fees compared to the
previous year (due to Taratahi Institute of Agriculture
going into liquidation and the loss of another member,
ARA); other sources of revenue, e.g. from the Research
Forum and sponsorship, were and continue to be
generated. A loss was budgeted for the year, as the
result of a project (the redesign of GrowingNZ’s website)
being carried over from the 2017/18 financial year.
PICA’s financial position continues to be sound, with net
assets of $266K.

2019

2018

$400,000

$455,000

$2,900

-

Receipts/Income
Membership
Research Forum Income
GrowingNZ Innovation Challenge

$15,000

-

$684

$1,081

Total receipts/income

$418,584

$456,081

Expenses

$436,670

$427,509

Surplus

$(18,086)

$28,572

2019

2018

Cash and Bank

$246,404

$334,845

Accounts receivable

$187,623

$2,445

less provision for Doubtful Debts

($28,923)

-

Interest

Statement of financial position
Assets

Fixed assets

$29,006

$11,382

Total assets

$434,110

$348,672

Creditors

$19,642

$55,540

GST payable

$19,520

-

$3,935

$4,035

$125,000

$5,000

Liabilities

Provisions
Revenue received in Advance
Total liabilities

$168,098

$64,574

Net assets

$266,012

$284,098

Society Capital
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2019

2018

Retained earnings

$266,012

$284,098

Total Society Capital

$266,012

$284,098

ACCOUNTANT

Blackler Smith & Co,
Lower Hutt

SOLICITOR

Cavill Leitch,
Christchurch

BANK

ANZ
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